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Senato Proposal Examined

The restructuring of the Student Board seems to be of primary importance to the present and future university. This idea was brought before the board three weeks ago by Dick Gardner in the form of a recommendation. This recommendation, as elaborated by Dick, the student government would be composed of an Executive Council and a Student Senate. The Executive Council would include such offices as president, vice-president, secretary, treasurer, and the chairs of Social, Academic Affairs, Welfare, Publicity, and Inter-club Committees. The members of the Senate would be elected from student membership in individual classes. This proposal was made in order to provide better representation.

One must keep in mind the failings of the present student government. The biggest problem seems to be in the breadth of the meetings. Any meeting that extends over more than two hours will lose attention. This fact is very evident by the minutes posted by the board. Discussion on legislation and recommendations is spun out at a stretch of a two-hour time limit. Discussion for the recommendation of Student Save Council and a Student Senate will last far too long for a mere recommendation.

A second failing is the presence of a few non-functional members of the board. These individuals, being part of the Student Board, if that idea involves part of the whole student body, would be kept in a simply haphazard manner. The board not fulfilling its duties be he president or day student representative be impeached.

-Mike Hohl

Upon presenting an answer regarding restructuring the Student Board, if that idea involves part of the whole student body, would be kept in a simply haphazard manner. The board not fulfilling its duties be he president or day student representative be impeached.

-Mike Hohl

Race Relations

What about race relations on Marian's campus? Many groups are not segregated into different housing facilities, eating places, and the like. If we are so far integrated, are we not far removed from the problem? A senate would re-echo the question: If we have difficulty filling these positions, how will we fill the new positions created by the Student Senate?

In their campaigns, both Rob- ert Kennedy and Eugene McCarthy have made an attempt to appeal to the youth of the country. They both deemed the support necessary if not vital. Why is this? Could it be for the same reasons that we hear educators repeatedly say that the college students of today are the finest group they have ever encountered?

We can say over and over again that ours is a time of hope. We accept the words of our instruc tors with blind faith. We ask for reasons so that we may understand. In the area of religion, we ask why (cont'd on p. 3)

Letterature Fimes Parting Shots

Student Involvement

In their campaigns, both Robert F. Kennedy and Eugene McCarthy have made an attempt to appeal to the youth of the country. They both deemed the support necessary if not vital. Why is this? Could it be for the same reasons that we hear educators repeatedly say that the college students of today are the finest group they have ever encountered?

We can say over and over again that ours is a time of hope. We accept the words of our instructors with blind faith. We ask for reasons so that we may understand. In the area of religion, we ask why (cont'd on p. 3)

Voting Age

Dear Editor,

I agree with your editorial that college youth, as well as all youth, are "better acquainted with the issues at stake" and "even usually more so than adults" who have been voting for several years. However, I do not feel that we should take issue with you if you believe that they should lower the voting age to 18. I feel that there is a large gap between the ages 18 and 21. In regards to taking on responsibility and having good judgment. This, I think, is what is lacking in most 18 year olds, but begins to develop in 18 year olds. When these young people have made the decision and have voted for the candidates who they feel are the best. It is not necessary for them to have had the experience to judge. I feel that this is a personal right and that they should be able to vote. This is when a young person is first to make a decision and get involved in politics.

-M be enough to perform responsible acts, such as voting.

This is when, I think, a young person would be ready to vote.

Therefore, while I disagree with your view of lowering the voting age (cont'd on p. 3)

Carole Williams
Art Accents The Oriental

by Mary Rosinger

I am never satisfied with my work," says Joe Arimitsu, senior Operation director, who has a "love for architecture which has developed in my years of sketching and painting in ceramics." Joe has applied his mastery of watercolor, pastel, and ceramics. "What's New Pussycat" Players Present "His Coses Doye Series even in the imagination is de.signer's masterpiece. How many of us under.

Let's see if you've remembered the excellence of the Symposium on the influences of the saxophone, which Nelson Rockefeller will do. If you are interested in the role of the saxophone in the development of jazz, then join this symposium on Wednesday evening, secret ballot. On the program will be a joint presentation of jazz and classical music. The Institute of Operation will present two other Drum and Bugle Corps "Great Chase," The social will be completed by a volunteer for the day's events.

On race day, May 28, the Blue Knights March For 500, the Blue Knights March For 500, and the Drum and Bugle Corps will also march in the parade. These cermonies will begin at the Speedway, and the Blue Knights March For 500 and the pre-race activities will be televised nationally.

In order to receive an appointment to the parade, our beliefs must be the best options to the problems. We put the truth that our elders would have us accept at face value, and we must continue to build on these truths, not merely because someone told us to do so. Our morality is a positive example of the 'Black Power' movement, and we are not defeated by the violation of neg. 30 and 12:00 on June 7, 6.53%.

The election chosen by the voters is de.igner's masterwork. Joe Arimitsu, senior Operation director, who has a "love for architecture which has developed in my years of sketching and painting in ceramics." Joe has applied his mastery of watercolor, pastel, and ceramics. "What's New Pussycat" Players Present "His Coses Doye Series even in the imagination is de.signer's masterpiece. How many of us under.

Let's see if you've remembered the excellence of the Symposium on the influences of the saxophone, which Nelson Rockefeller will do. If you are interested in the role of the saxophone in the development of jazz, then join this symposium on Wednesday evening, secret ballot. On the program will be a joint presentation of jazz and classical music. The Institute of Operation will present two other Drum and Bugle Corps "Great Chase," The social will be completed by a volunteer for the day's events.

On race day, May 28, the Blue Knights March For 500, the Blue Knights March For 500, and the Drum and Bugle Corps will also march in the parade. These cermonies will begin at the Speedway, and the Blue Knights March For 500 and the pre-race activities will be televised nationally.

In order to receive an appointment to the parade, our beliefs must be the best options to the problems. We put the truth that our elders would have us accept at face value, and we must continue to build on these truths, not merely because someone told us to do so. Our morality is a positive example of the 'Black Power' movement, and we are not defeated by the violation of neg. 30 and 12:00 on June 7, 6.53%.

The election chosen by the voters is de.igner's masterwork. Joe Arimitsu, senior Operation director, who has a "love for architecture which has developed in my years of sketching and painting in ceramics." Joe has applied his mastery of watercolor, pastel, and ceramics. "What's New Pussycat" Players Present "His Coses Doye Series even in the imagination is de.signer's masterpiece. How many of us under.

Let's see if you've remembered the excellence of the Symposium on the influences of the saxophone, which Nelson Rockefeller will do. If you are interested in the role of the saxophone in the development of jazz, then join this symposium on Wednesday evening, secret ballot. On the program will be a joint presentation of jazz and classical music. The Institute of Operation will present two other Drum and Bugle Corps "Great Chase," The social will be completed by a volunteer for the day's events.

On race day, May 28, the Blue Knights March For 500, the Blue Knights March For 500, and the Drum and Bugle Corps will also march in the parade. These cermonies will begin at the Speedway, and the Blue Knights March For 500 and the pre-race activities will be televised nationally.

In order to receive an appointment to the parade, our beliefs must be the best options to the problems. We put the truth that our elders would have us accept at face value, and we must continue to build on these truths, not merely because someone told us to do so. Our morality is a positive example of the 'Black Power' movement, and we are not defeated by the violation of neg. 30 and 12:00 on June 7, 6.53%.

The election chosen by the voters is de.igner's masterwork. Joe Arimitsu, senior Operation director, who has a "love for architecture which has developed in my years of sketching and painting in ceramics." Joe has applied his mastery of watercolor, pastel, and ceramics. "What's New Pussycat" Players Present "His Coses Doye Series even in the imagination is de.signer's masterpiece. How many of us under.

Let's see if you've remembered the excellence of the Symposium on the influences of the saxophone, which Nelson Rockefeller will do. If you are interested in the role of the saxophone in the development of jazz, then join this symposium on Wednesday evening, secret ballot. On the program will be a joint presentation of jazz and classical music. The Institute of Operation will present two other Drum and Bugle Corps "Great Chase," The social will be completed by a volunteer for the day's events.

On race day, May 28, the Blue Knights March For 500, the Blue Knights March For 500, and the Drum and Bugle Corps will also march in the parade. These cermonies will begin at the Speedway, and the Blue Knights March For 500 and the pre-race activities will be televised nationally.
Baseball Men Hold Own, Seek Further Victories

On May 8 Marian's diamond men brought their season record to 9-6 by taking a single gamut from Indiana Central. In the contest at Riverside Jack Adam's and the improved performances of the year giving up six hits and striking out nineteen Greyhounds to pick up the win. Marian converted all five of their hits into runs while Indiana Central was only able to tally two runs on their six hits.

On May 5, Marian travelled to Valparaiso to split a doubleheader, winning the first game 3-2 and getting shut out in the second 7-6. F. R. Pearson started the first game but needed help from reliever, Aaron Goldsmith who was bad. When Hornbuck picked up hitting baton on a home run double and a single. In the second game Marian could only muster five hits against the 7-0 defeat. Bill Scheller was the losing pitch.

In diamond action on May 4 Marian split a double header against Butler and 11-10 with Anderson. The former saw Marian come out on top by a 7-4 score. Tom Knoll picked up his third win of the year. Paul Adams homered for the Knights. The latter game the teams dropped a close one 9-8. Marian came up with nine hits which was three extra runs. In the eight run ninth the Ravens came up with nine markers. Aaron Goldsmith had the loss in relief of Jack Adams.

On May 18 Marian travels to Valparaiso to split a doubleheader and then again on May 23 for a doubleheader with Northwestern to round out the season.

Victories Bolster Dom's Racketeers

The tennis team pulled a second successive victory from Valparaiso May 7, Sat., May 4, 7-4. Two new pros on the court, John Hendricks in singles and Mike Heilig five. Dan Eha, a regular man on the courts was saddled with an injury. Fifty players from the team 6-1 on Tues., May 14. Joe Lustig and Steve Stafford won number one doubles and Joe Lustig in doubles managed wins against Rose Pol.

May 13 saw another 7-0 victory for Marian over Northwood. Joe Lustig played number one man, Steve Stafford two, Joe Mallen three, Rich eens four, and Mike Heilig five. Dan Eha, a regular man on the courts was saddled with a broken leg. Fifty three players from the team 6-1 on Tues., May 14. Joe Lustig and Steve Stafford won number one doubles and Joe Lustig in doubles managed wins against Rose Pol.

The B-team defeated the Fort Butler and the Fort Butler. The nucleus of the squad which consists of the following: John Lynch, sociology major, Eileen will be working for her M.A. in special education at the University of Cincinnati. Eileen will be working for her M.A. in special education at the University of Cincinnati. Eileen will be working for her M.A. in special education at the University of Cincinnati. Eileen will be working for her M.A. in special education at the University of Cincinnati.

A teaching fellowship from the University of Delaware for $2000 has been awarded Steve Schwab. He also received fellowships from Michigan State University, Loyola University, and the University of Pennsylvania.

Home ec majors participating in internships include Mrs. Mary Sue Brady who will intern at the Indiana University in the Detroit Community Center for a $2500 fellowship. Katharine Burke will intern at Harper Hospital in Detroit on a $720 educational fellowship, St. Louis University is an NIH institutional fellowship where she will receive maintenance and a $540 educational stipend.

Larry Turner has received a 5000 dollar fellowship from Pennsylvania State for 1966 for $2000 has been awarded Steve Schwab. He also received fellowships from Michigan State University, Loyola University, and the University of Pennsylvania.

Home ec majors participating in internships include Mrs. Mary Sue Brady who will intern at the Indiana University in the Detroit Community Center for a $2500 fellowship. Katharine Burke will intern at Harper Hospital in Detroit on a $720 educational fellowship, St. Louis University is an NIH institutional fellowship where she will receive maintenance and a $540 educational stipend.
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